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objectives

 Distinguish between obscenity and child 
pornography as separate categories of prohibited 
speech

 Summarize evolution of Supreme Court’s First 
Amendment treatment of child pornography

 Recognize legal distinctions regarding real, 
morphed, and virtual child pornography

categories of speech

 “Pornography” is protected 

 “Obscenity” not protected

Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973)

 Average person, applying contemporary 
community standards, finds work as whole 
appeals to prurient interest

 Work depicts or describes in patently offensive 
way sexual conduct specifically defined by 
applicable state law

 Work, as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, 
political, or scientific value

private possession of obscenity

 Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969)

Cannot criminalize – protected activity

 United States v. Reidel, 402 U.S. 351 (1971)

can criminalize distribution of obscenity

"community standards" meets the Internet

 does not change Miller standard

U.S. v. Thomas, 74 F.3d 701 (6th Cir. 1996)

 Miller must be modified

U.S. v. Kilbride, 584 F.3d 1240 (9th Cir. 2009)

community stds on Internet ?
U.S. v. Thomas, 74 F.3d 701 (6th Cir. 1996)

 CA couple posted adult pics, to Bulletin Bd

 downloaded by TN investigator using dial up modern

 charged in TN w/ obscenity

 applied TN community stds:

"NOT unconst. to subject interstate 
distributors of obscenity to varying community 
stds"
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Thomas ...

 knew member was in TN  --

"If D's did not wish to subject themselves to 
liability in juris w/ less tolerant stds for 
determining obscenity, they could have 
refused to give passwords to members in 
those districts, thus precluding the risk of 
liability"

Kilbride:

 detailed examination of various opinions in SCT 
cases indicates problems with "local" std.

 concludes:  

National Community Standard needed to regulate 
obscene speech on internet

Justice Stewart on obscenity

“I know it when I see it.”

Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184 (1964)

child pornography: 
distinct category of prohibited speech

N.Y. v. Ferber, 458 U.S. 747 (1982)

banned distribution /manufacture

 does not have to meet obscenity test

rationale

 safeguarding well-being of child

 permanent record of abuse

 close distribution network to combat abuse

 advertising /selling: 

economic motive is integral part of abuse

 de minimis value of CP

Osborne v. Ohio, 495 U.S. 103 (1990)

permissible to ban mere possession of CP

 permanent record of abuse

 encourages possessors to destroy images

{dry up market}

 reduces use of images for “grooming”

“Child Pornography”:  federal definition

 visual depiction (photo, film, video, digital)

 of sexually explicit conduct

1. using minor (under 18) engaging in the conduct
or 

2. digital or computer-generated image that  is, 
or is indistinguishable from, a minor

or

3. created or modified to appear that 
identifiable minor is engaging in act

18 U.S.C. § 2252A CP Prevention Act
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“Sexually explicit conduct”

 Sex acts

 Actual or simulated

 sexual intercourse (genital-genital, oral-genital, anal-
genital, or oral-anal, between persons of same or 
opposite sex)

 bestiality
 masturbation
 sadistic or masochistic abuse

or

 “Lascivious exhibition” of genitals or pubic 
area

“Lascivious Exhibition”

 Nudity not required

U.S. v. Knox, 32 F.3d 733 (3rd Cir. 1994)

 Six factors + others appropriate to case

U.S. v. Dost, 636 F. Supp. 828 (S.D. Cal. 1986)

U.S. v. Hill, 459 F.3d 966 (9th Cir. 2006)

“Lascivious Exhibition”

 Test: Six non-exclusive factors:  Dost 

 Focal point -- genitals or pubic area?

 Setting sexually suggestive?

 Child in unnatural pose or inappropriate clothing?

 Child fully or partially clothed, or nude?

 Suggest coyness or willingness to engage in sexual activity?

 Intended to elicit sexual response in viewer?

“Child Pornography”

 Three types of "kids“

 real 
 virtual
 morphed

permissible to ban possession of “real” CP
Osborne v. Ohio, 495 U.S. 103 (1990)

#1  “real”  kids

is it a real child ? 

“Virtual” child pornography

Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition, 535 U.S. 234 (2002)

 rejected “appear to be minor”

 new statute: digital /computer image that is or 
is indistinguishable from a minor

#2 “virtual” kids
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Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition

statute "prohibits speech that records no crime 
and creates no victims by its production"

 rejects dry up market theory
 whet appetite for real CP not enough

 protect real kids from sexual abuse

 overbreadth –

 included young adults 
 included artistic works

Free Speech Coalition  on virtual CP

 Unlike real CP, virtual CP not intrinsically related to 
sexual abuse of children

 Causal link between images and actual child abuse 
contingent / indirect

 might have significant literary or artistic value

 insufficient evidence used to “groom” potential 
victims or whet appetites of pedophiles and cause 
them to engage in illegal conduct

virtual CP as obscenity

“Virtual” child sex abuse images can be 
prosecuted as obscenity

18 U.S.C. § 1466A

 Added by PROTECT Act of 2003 after Ashcroft

 If meets Miller standard or

 Is graphic and “lacks serious literary, artistic, political, 
or scientific value”

“Indistinguishable”

Ordinary person would conclude depiction is of actual
minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct

 inapplicable to
drawings, 
cartoons, 
sculptures,
paintings

affirmative defense for most crimes: 

image is adult or not “actual minor”

obscene cartoons featuring children

U.S. v. Handley,
564 F. Supp. 2d 996 (S.D. Iowa 2008)

 must meet obscenity std

 not mere possession  -- convicted of

 receipt of obscene images transported in
interstate commerce 

 possession of obscene images transported in
interstate commerce 

obscene cartoons featuring children

U.S. v. Whorley, 550 F.3d 3326 (4th Cir. 2008)

 not mere possession  -- convicted of

 receives obscene images transported in 
interstate commerce 

 interprets "receives" to requires knowingly 
receive

 used computer to solicit material through numerous 
repetitive searches ....
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Is it Real? state of technology

problems creating image of person

 correct form, proportions of body

 facial expressions

 color, texture of skin

 interaction of light with above ---

 digital imaging Experts:

current technology does not allow creation of
computer generated images indistinguishable from real 

Poser 10 image creation tools

poser 10 fitting room

Is it real?

http://www.pcgamer.com/2013/03/28/gdc-2013-activision-demo-their-next-
gen-face-tech/

morphing images

#3.  created or modified to appear that 
identifiable minor is engaging in act
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www.morphthing.com

paris hilton morphed with
emperor from star wars

angelina jolie and jennifer lopez

was listed as best morph
on site

morphing images

Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition

declined to address constitutionality of 

but noted:

morphed images "implicate the 
interests of real children and are in 
that sense closer to Ferber"

leading case on morphed images

United States  v. Bach, 400 F.3d 622 (8th Cir. 2005)

 morphed images not protected

 can be prosecuted as child porn if evidence of 
identifiable child used in creation

_________________________________________
Contra State v. Zidel, 940 A.2d 255 (N.H. 2008)

 Zidel is outlier – see U.S. v. Hotaling, 599 F. Supp.2d 306 
(N.D.N.Y. 20008), aff’d, 634 F.3d 725 (2d Cir. 2011)

pandering

"knowingly ... advertises, promotes, 
presents, distributes or solicits ... 

any material or purported material in a 
manner that reflects the belief, or is 
intended to cause another to believe, that 
the material or purported material is, or 
contains" CP

United States v. Williams, 128 S. Ct.  1830 (2008)

 does not violate 1st Amendment: 
overbreadth claim

 does not include criminalize substantial amount of 
protected expressive activity because CP 
categorically excluded from 1st protection

 govt can ban both fraudulent offers and offers to 
provide illegal products
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Williams continued ... 

 does not violate Due Process:
impermissibly vague claim

 provides fair notice to person of average 
intelligence of what is prohibited

Williams dissent    (Souter + Ginsburg)

 result undermines Free Speech Coalition, which 
distinguished between fake and real CP

 cannot prosecute for trafficking in material that does 
not depict real children

therefore: cannot prosecute for pandering such 
material


